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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce a novel approach to gener-
ate synthetic data for training Neural Machine Translation
systems. The proposed approach supports language vari-
ants and dialects with very limited parallel training data.
This is achieved using a seed data to project words from a
closely-related resource-rich language to an under-resourced
language variant via word embedding representations. The
proposed approach is based on localized embedding projec-
tion of distributed representations which utilizes monolin-
gual embeddings and approximate nearest neighbors queries
to transform parallel data across language variants.
Our approach is language independent and can be used to
generate data for any variant of the source language such as
slang or spoken dialect or even for a different language that
is related to the source language. We report experimental
results on Levantine to English translation using Neural Ma-
chine Translation. We show that the synthetic data can pro-
vide significant improvements over a very large scale system
by more than 2.8 Bleu points and it can be used to provide
a reliable translation system for a spoken dialect which does
not have sufficient parallel data.
1. Introduction
Neural Machine Translation (NMT) [1] has achieved state-
of-the-art translation quality in various research evaluations
campaigns [29] and online large scale production systems [3]
and [4]. With such large systems, NMT showed that it can
scale up to huge amounts of parallel data. However, such
large parallel data is not widely available for all domains
and language styles. Usually parallel training data is widely
available in written formal languages such as UN and Eu-
roparl data.
Real-time speech translation systems support sponta-
neous, open-domain conversations between speakers of dif-
ferent languages. Speech Translation Systems are becoming
a practical tool that can help in eliminating language barriers
for spoken languages. Those machine translation systems are
usually trained using NMT with large amount of parallel data
adapted from written data to the spoken style [5]. This is a
valid approach when the spoken and written languages are
similar and mainly differ in style. For many languages, the
written and spoken forms are quite different §2. While the
written form usually has an abundance of parallel data avail-
able to train a reliable NMT system; the spoken form may not
have any parallel data or even, in some cases, a standardized
written form.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to generate
synthetic data for NMT. The proposed approach transforms
a given parallel corpus between a written language and a tar-
get language to a parallel corpus between the spoken dialect
variant and the target language. Our approach is language
independent and can be used to generate data for any variant
of the source language such as slang, spoken dialect or social
media style or even for a different language that is closely-
related to such source language.
The synthetic data generation approach is based on two
simple principles: first, distributional word representation
(word embeddings) can preserve similarity relations across
languages [6]. Secondly, a localized projection can be
learned to transform between various representations [7]. We
assume that we are trying to learn a translation system be-
tween F ′ and E, where F ′ is a variant of F , i.e. a spoken
dialect. We start from parallel corpus between the two stan-
dard languages F and E, then we transform it into a three-
way corpus between F , E and F ′. The proposed approach
assumes the existence of a seed bi-lingual lexicon or a small
seed parallel data between F ′ and either F or E.
The proposed approach is motivated by the assumption
that both Language F and its variant Language F ′ share
some vocabulary, have similar word orders and share similar
bi-lingual characteristics with Language E. We start by con-
structing a continuous word representation (i.e. word2vec
[6]) for each one of the three languages. Using the seed bi-
lexicon between either E and F ′ or F and F ′, we train a
local projection to transform the words across the different
representation spaces.
We used the proposed approach to generate spoken
Levantine-English data from Arabic-English data then we
experimented with utilizing the generated data in various set-
tings to improve translation of the spoken dialect. The rest
of this paper is organized as follows, Section §2 presents an
overview of spoken dialects since it is the focus application
of this work. Section §3 discusses related work. Section §4
presents a brief overview of Neural machine translation. Sec-
tion §5 discussed in detail the proposed approach for generat-
ing data. Section §6 presents the experimental setup. Finally,
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we discuss the results and conclude in section §7.
2. Spoken Language Variants
Some languages present an additional challenge to Spoken
Language Translation (SLT) when the spoken variant differs
significantly from the written one. Moreover, sometimes the
spoken language used in the daily life is quite different than
the standard form used in the education system as well as
in formal communication such as news papers and broad-
cast news. For example, Singapore English (Singlish) is
an English-based creole with a mix of English, Mandarin,
Malay, and Tamil [8]. Similarly, the standard form of written
Arabic is Modern Standard Arabic (MSA); however, it is not
the spoken mother tongue by Arabic speakers. The Arabic
spoken dialects vary by geo-graphical region with at least five
dialects: Egyptian, Levantine, Iraqi, gulf, and North African.
While all dialects are stemmed from MSA, they are quite
different phonologically, lexically, morphologically and syn-
tactically. For example, spoken colloquial Levantine Arabic
conversations share between 61.7% and 77.4% of their vo-
cabulary with a written news corpus from the same region
[9]. This results in spoken dialects that are quite different and
not even well interpreted between Arabic speakers of differ-
ent dialects.
Most of the spoken language variants stem from a more
formal written language such as Singlish from English and
Levantine from MSA. While the spoken dialects do not usu-
ally have parallel data, they enjoy a wide adoption on so-
cial media which results in large monolingual corpora for
such spoken variants. In this work, we are proposing a novel
approach to overcome such limitation for spoken languages
through generating parallel data leveraging the spoken di-
alects monolingual data and the written form parallel data.
In this paper we focus on Levantine-English translation
as the pressing need for such translation systems due to
the refugee crisis that dictates the need for a reliable open-
domain translation from Levantine to English.
3. Related Work
There have been a number of proposed approaches to learn
synthesized translation units for statistical machine transla-
tion systems such as [14], [15] and [7]. Such approaches fo-
cused on learning translation rules that would fit into a statis-
tical phrase-based system. Those approaches do not fit into
Neural Machine Translation (NMT) systems which require
full context to learn to encode the sentences.
A number of approaches have been proposed utilizing
monolingual target data into NMT training. Most notably,
[16] used monolingual sentences by generating pseudo par-
allel data through back-translating the monolingual data and
using it in the reverse direction to improve NMT systems.
Back-Translation showed significant improvement especially
in domain adaption setups. The back-translation approach is
not directly comparable to ours, since ours does not require
a pre-trained system while back-translation does require one.
However, we are using a seed parallel data as a source of our
lexicon and it would be fairly comparable to use such data in
both settings as we report in our experiments.
Dialectal Arabic translation has been a well-known prob-
lem; [11] tried to solve this problem by crowd-sourcing
translation for dialect data. They translated around (160K
sentences) of Levantine and Egyptian data. The main limita-
tion of this approach is that it is quite limited and not scal-
able. The vocabulary of the collected data is not sufficient
to provide open-domain translation system. On the other
hand, [12] and [13] tried to solve the problem by applying
rule-based transformation between Levantine or Egyptian to
MSA. The main limitation of such approaches is that they
require extensive linguistics knowledge to design the conver-
sion rules which are not flexible to new vocabulary and styles
that are constantly being introduced to the spoken languages.
4. Neural Machine Translation
Neural Machine Translation is based on Sequence-to-
Sequence encoder-decoder model as proposed in [31] along
with an attention mechanism to handle longer sentences [1]
and [25].
In this work, we use an in-house implementation [4] for
attention-based encoder-decoder NMT which is similar to
[1]. NMT is modeling the log conditional probability of the
target sequence given the source as shown in eqn1:
log p(y|x) =
n∑
k=1
log p(yk|y<k, x) (1)
NMT follows encoder-decoder architecture; the encoder
is a bidirectional recurrent neural network (LSTM) that cal-
culates the hidden encoder state at each word h1h2...hm. The
decoder is another recurrent neural network (LSTM) as well
that calculates the hidden state at each decoded output state
s1s2....sn. Then a softmax is applied to get a distribution
over target words.
yk = softmax(g(yk−1, sk, ck)) (2)
where ck is calculated by the attention mechanism which is
a weighted sum of the encoder’s hidden states that deter-
mines the importance of each encoder hidden state to the
predicted output. The attention mechanism represents the
variable length input sequence as a weighted fixed-dimension
context vector ck
ck =
m∑
i=1
αkihi (3)
where αki is calculated as a normalized weight of the as-
sociation between the previous decoder state sk−1 and the
current encoder state hi which is calculated as a dot product
as described in [25].
During training, all model’s parameters are optimized
jointly using stochastic gradient methods to maximize the
conditional probability of all sentence pairs in the training
data. At decoding time, one word is predicted at each step, a
beam search is used to score the best translation path.
5. Synthesized Data Generation
Our data generation approach is motivated by two obser-
vations: firstly, distributional representations of words have
been found to capture syntactic and semantic regularities in
languages. In such continuous representation space, the rela-
tive positions between words are preserved across languages
[6]. Secondly, the representation spaces have localized sub-
clusters of neighboring data points that form smooth mani-
folds [18] which can be leveraged to learn a localized trans-
formation between the sub-clusters in different spaces across
languages [7]. Since the sub-clusters are formed by similar
words, a mapping can be learned between sub-clusters across
representations. We exploit those characteristics to design
our synthetic data generation approach.
The proposed approach assumes the availability of three
resources: (1) parallel data between Language F and Lan-
guage E, (2) a seed lexicon or seed parallel data between
either E and F ′ or F and F ′. (3) Monolingual corpora for
E, F and F ′ to train word vectors. The resulting synthe-
sized data is a three-way data (F -F ′-E). In this paper, we
use a seed parallel data to acquire the lexicon between E and
F ′ through word alignment. However, a pre-existing lexicon
can be used exactly the same way.
Figure 1 illustrates the data generation process. For illus-
tration purposes, let’s assume that E is English, F is Spanish
(ESN) and we would like to generate F ′ which is Catalan
(CAT) to English parallel data 1 . Furthermore, we assume
that we have a seed lexicon between Catalan F ′ and English
E which we call BiLexicon.
We build three distributional representations (i.e.
word2vec) using monolingual corpora: the first is a target
representation for E, English in our example . The second
is mixed source representation F -F ′ (Spanish-Catalan in our
example). And the third is a Catalan (F ′) only embedding.
The data generation proceeds as follows:
• For each English word e in a sentence from F -E par-
allel data, we query its k-nearest neighbors (k-NN)
• k-NN query on the E embedding results in a sub-
cluster of k English words around e.
• If the k queried neighbors do not contain at least m
words in BiLexicon, we repeat the query with 2k.
• If no m neighbors words can be retrieved, the process
terminates for this word and move to the next word.
• We use m to query BiLexicon for equivalent words in
the F ′ space.
1The languages in the example are for illustration purposes only
• As shown in Figure 1, we use the two localized sub-
clusters inE (English) andF ′ (Catalan) spaces to learn
a localized projection between the two spaces. This is
done using Local Embedding Projection (LEP) §5.3.
• The locally trained LEP is used to project the current
E word e to its equivalent vector in the F ′ space.
• We perform k-NN query around the projected vector
in the F ′ (Catalan) space to get n candidates words.
• We then rank the n candidates words according to their
similarity with the F (Spanish) words f aligned to the
current English word e based on word alignment of the
F -E parallel data.
• The similarity is calculating cosine Similarity (SIM)
in the Spanish-Catalan space between the candidate
Catalan words and the Spanish word(f ).
• The top ranked Catalan word f ′ is selected and substi-
tuted in palace of f
• Alternatively, we can obtain the alignment information
between E (English) and F (Spanish) words either by
conventional word alignment techniques or by using
Bi-Lingual embeddings as described in Section §5.1.
It is worth noting that for one-to-many mappings, we
construct a composed vector for the multiple words by per-
forming addition of their corresponding vectors. There are
a few other approaches to compose multi-words vectors.
However, it has been shown empirically that simple additive
method achieves good performance [27].
Later on, we discuss the main components we utilize in
the generation process: Word Representation §5.1, efficient
Nearest Neighbors Search §5.2 and Local Embedding Pro-
jection §5.3.
5.1. Word Representation
Continuous representations of words have been found to
capture syntactic and semantic regularities in languages
[6]. The induced representations tend to cluster similar
words together. We directly use continuous representations
learned from monolingual corpora such as Continuous Bag-
Of-Words (CBOW) representation. In such continuous rep-
resentation spaces, the relative positions between words are
preserved across languages. As shown in Figure 1, we learn
three independent representations for spoken source, target
and mixed sources. Those can be learned from monolingual
corpora using off-the-shelf tools such as word2vec [6].
We require a mapping between the words in the original
parallel corpus which can be obtained by performing word
alignment on the parallel sentences. Alternatively, this re-
quirement can be relaxed by using a bi-lingual embedding
trained on any parallel corpus such as Bivec [26]. Instead
of using word alignment to map the source word to target
ENU: this is a white catESN: este es un gato blanco
CAT: aquest és un gat blanc
cat
dog
kitten
puppy
gato
gat
gatos
gats
perro
gos
cadell
gatsgat
gos
LEP
English 
EmbeddingCatalan 
Embedding
Catalan-Spanish  
Embedding
Figure 1: Synthetic Data Generation Using LEP
word(s), we initiate a query to bilingual representation to re-
trieve the most likely target word mapped to a given source
word. This can be handy in the case of using comparable
corpus rather than parallel corpus. We evaluate the merit of
this approach in §6.4
5.2. Nearest Neighbors Search
The algorithm discussed above, requires an extensive num-
ber of k-NN queries per word, which are the most time-
consuming part of the procedure. A brute force k-NN query
requires a linear search over the whole source or target vo-
cabulary which is usually in the order of millions requiring
O(n) search. This dictates the need for a fast approximate
k-NN query technique. While such techniques are widely
used in various machine learning areas especially in vision
application, they are not well explored for text applications.
Approximated k-NN query usually involves two steps,
an offline index construction step and an online query step.
While the offline step does not affect the run-time, it can be
memory consuming. A good approximation sacrifices the
query accuracy a little bit, but speeds up the query by or-
ders of magnitude. Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [19]
is a popular technique, but its performance decreases as the
number of dimensions grows, therefore it is not a good match
for high dimensional spaces like ours. In this paper, we use
Multiple Random Projection Trees (MRPT) [20] for approx-
imated k-NN queries.
MRPT [20] uses multiple random projection trees to get a
more randomized space-partitioning trees. The random pro-
jection trees result in splitting hyperplanes that are aligned
with random directions sampled from the space hypersphere
instead of the coordinate axes. Moreover, it utilizes voting
search among the random projection trees to provide more
randomization that leads to fast query times and accurate re-
sults. At run-time, a query p is routed down in several trees,
and then a linear search, similar to RBV, is performed in the
union of the points of all the leaves the query point fells into,
the result is the approximated k-nearest neighbors to p.
5.3. Localized Embedding Projection (LEP)
The k-NN queries result in two local clusters as shown in
Figure 1. Given a word in one of the sub-clusters we want to
find similar word(s) in the corresponding target sub-cluster.
We use Localized Embedding Projection (LEP) to achieve
this task.
LEP is based on simple intuition: the two sub-clusters
represent smooth manifolds where each data point in a sub-
cluster can be mapped to a corresponding data point in the
other sub-cluster using local linear transformation. LEP has
been successfully used in [7] to transform between vari-
ous representations based on the locally linear embedding
method which was originally proposed in [18] for dimen-
sionality reduction.
LEP utilizes a localized projection matrix for each word,
this is unlike global linear projection, as proposed in [6],
which uses a single projection matrix for the all words in
the space. As shown in [7], it can be brittle to small non-
linearity in the representation vector space and therefore it is
not a good choice for all possible words. Unlike global pro-
jection, local projection requires an additional k-NN query
to find the neighbors of each word.
In LEP, a linear projection Wf is learned for each
word f to map between its neighbors to the neighbors
of the projected points in the projected/translation space.
(f1, e1), (f2, e2), . . . , (fm, em), fi ∈ N(f).
Let’s denote f and e as source side and target side
words respectively, and f and e as the corresponding words
vectors. Following [6], we learn the linear projection W
from the translations of the n most frequent labeled source
side phrases: (f1, e1), (f2, e2), . . . , (fn, en). Denote F =
[fT1 , f
T
2 , . . . , f
T
n ]
T , E = [eT1 , e
T
2 , . . . , e
T
n ]
T . W is calculated
by solving the following linear system:
FW = E,
whose solution is:
W ≈ (FTF )−1FTE.
Once the linear transform W is known, for each word f ,
fW = e¯ is the location in the target side that should be close
to the target words representing similar meaning. A k-NN
query can fetch all the target word vectors near point e¯.
6. Experimental Setup
We used the proposed approach to generate spoken
Levantine-English data from Arabic-English data then we
experimented with utilizing the generated data in various set-
tings to improve translation for the spoken dialect.
6.1. Datasets
The only publicly available Dialectal Arabic to English par-
allel corpus is LDC2012T092 [11]. It consists of about 160K
sentences of web data of mixed Levantine and Egyptian man-
ually translated to English. We use this data set as our base-
line and as a source for the seed lexicon between English and
Levantine.
Our main focus is to develop an open-domain conver-
sational translation system for Levantine-English. In recent
translation evaluations, OpenSubtitles data [32] has been
found to yield good translation quality for conversational do-
mains compared to other data sources [5]. Therefore, we
opt for using OpenSubtitles-20133 which consists of 3M
sentences as our Arabic(MSA)-to-English parallel corpus, to
generate Levantine-English Parallel corpus.
We have created a three-way test set to evaluate this work
(LEV-ENG-Test), where the source is transcription of spon-
taneous Levantine audio conversations translated into both
2https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2012T09
3http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/
Corpus English Arabic MSA Levantine
# of Tokens 2B 1.1B 106M
# of Word Vectors 5.1M 6.8M 1.5M
Table 1: Monolingual corpora used in experiments.
English and MSA Arabic. The test set is composed of 6K
sentences and has been used to report all results in this paper.
We used monolingual corpora to train three distributional
representations of English, Levantine and Mixed (MSA with
Levantine. The data mostly consist of Gigaword corpora,
UN data, Subtitles and web crawled data. The information
of these corpora is listed in Table 1.
After that we use the off-the-shelf Word2Vec [6] to gen-
erate the word embeddings for each language using the Con-
tinuous Bag-Of-Words scheme, where the number of dimen-
sions d = 250, window = 5, mincount = 5.
6.2. Data filtering
Our proposed approach depends on the quality of the paral-
lel data, we have noticed that OpenSubtitles data has a lot of
misaligned or badly translated sentences. Therefore, we have
trained a decision tree classifier to identify whether the sen-
tence pair is noisy or not. We reject the sentence pairs that
are noisy. The decision tree classifier utilizes features from
the meta-data of the aligned sentence pairs, namely: number
of source words, number of target words, unaligned percent-
age, length-normalized alignment confidence score and per-
centage of one-to-one alignments. We used 150 sentences
manually annotated to train the classifier with Gini impurity
with minimum samples split of 2 and minimum samples leaf
of 1.
On the word level, we have applied a named entity tagger
to detect named entities on either source or target sides to
avoid mangling them. We also used a stop-word list to avoid
mapping them.
6.3. NMT model and Pre-Processing
Our NMT system is described in §4, we use a bidirectional
encoder with 1024-units LSTM and 2 layers decoder with
attention. We use embedding size of 512 and dropout of 0.2.
For pre-processing, we use Byte Pair Encoding PBE [29]
with 32000 merging operations separately on the source and
target. This results in 35K source and 34K target vocabular-
ies. We limit the length of the sentences to 50 words. The
training is done using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
with Adam[21]. We use mini-batch size of 64 and train for
1M steps. The translation quality is measured with lower-
cased BLEU.
Across all experiments we use those hyper parameters for
the data generation process described in §5: k = 200, n = 3
and m = 5.
System Data Size B LEV-ENG-Test
Baseline 160K 16.15
Gen-BiVec 210K 16.43
Gen-Align 210K 16.98
Table 2: Translation performances using BLEU on LEV-
ENG-Test for using Bivec vs. word alignment
6.4. Bivec vs Word Alignment
In the first set of experiments, we have evaluated whether
we should use word-alignment information or Bivec §5.1
to connect the source and target words in the given paral-
lel data. As shown in Table 2, our Baseline is trained on
LDC2012T09 (160K) of mostly Levantine-English data. We
then generate 50K sentences from Arabic-English Subtitles
data with bilingual embedding (Gen-Bivec) and without it
(Gen-Align). When we are not using Bivec, we just use the
word alignment information on the Arabic-English parallel
corpus to get the mapping between the words. The result
shows that using alignment information is better than using
Bivec in this case. It worth noting that using Bivec may be
handy if the data is comparable data. In the rest of this work
we used word alignment information since it yields better
performance.
6.5. Data Generation Experiments
In this set of experiments, we added more generated data
from the subtitles data applying the filtering described above
§6.2. We end up with 1.1M sentences candidates for gen-
eration which we use for generating LEV-ENG data. In
this setup, we also compared our approach with back-
translation [16] which is commonly used with NMT. The
back-translation is not directly comparable to ours, since ours
does not require a pre-trained system while back-translation
does require one. However, we are using a seed parallel data
as a source of our lexicon and it would be fairly comparable
to use such data in both settings.
Furthermore, we investigated two different models to uti-
lize the synthetic data. The first just used the LEV-ENG data
while the second leveraged the 3-way characteristic of the
generated corpus LEV-MSA-ENG.
We train the following systems:
• Baseline: This is trained on LDC Levantine-English
corpus of 160K. Which is also part of all other systems
reported below.
• Baseline-PBMT: this is the same as above but trained
as a phrase-based system, following standard practice.
• Baseline-MSA: This is trained on LDC data in addi-
tion to 1.1M sentence pairs of filtered subtitles data
which is MSA-English.
• BT: We trained an English-Levantine system similar to
the Baseline though in the reverse direction; we used it
System BLEU on LEV-ENG-Test
Baseline 16.15
Baseline-PBMT 16.42
Baseline-MSA 15.37
BT 16.59
Gen-Mono 17.33
LEV-MSA–MSA-ENG 12.87
Table 3: Translation performances in BLEU for NMT with
Generated data
to back-translate the 1.1M subtitles data from English
into Levantine.
• Gen-Mono-1M: This is the system using the generated
LEV-ENG data.
• LEV-MSA–MSA-ENG: This a pipeline system where
we train a system to convert LEV to MSA using the 3-
way generated data, followed by MSA to ENG trans-
lation.
Table 3 shows that adding the MSA subtitles data
(Baseline-MSA) hurt the performance, this is quite expected
since the data is mainly MSA but it add a fair comparison in
terms of the size of the training data. The phrase-based base-
line is slightly better than NMT baseline as expected in such
low resource case.
Back-translation helped a little bit ( 0.3 BLEU), we think
the system trained on LDC parallel data is quite small to pro-
vide good lexical coverage to generate variates of the trans-
lated data that can help in back-translation.
Adding the synthetic data (Gen-Mono) is quite useful
and improves the performance by more than 2 BLEU points.
Compared to back-translation, the synthesized data utilized
monolingual representation which can lead to lexical vari-
eties that help in having better translation examples.
Since the generated data is a 3-way corpus LEV-MSA-
ENG, we can leverage this by training a system that translates
from LEV to MSA. At run-time, we use a pipeline of two sys-
tems: LEV-MSA followed by MSA-ENG. We experimented
with two variants of LEV-to-MSA system, subwords-based
and character-based. We found out that the system is not pro-
ducing reasonable results since it produces MSA words not
related to the LEV words in input. We think one reason is
that MSA and LEV shares a lot of their vocabulary together;
in our monolingual data sets listed in Table 1, they share
58% of their vocabulary. The system tends to replace MSA
words (in LEV input) to other MSA words. The resulted out-
come is very noisy MSA sentences that not closely related to
the LEV input.
6.6. Open-domain NMT System Experiments
Our main objective in this work is to enable large scale NMT
systems to support spoken dialects. Therefore, we experi-
mented with a very large scale Arabic-English open-domain
System LEV-ENG-Test LEV-MSA-ENG NIST08
Large-Sys 25.03 28.20 53.45
Large+GenData 27.91 28.32 53.42
Large+Adapted 27.37 27.45 52.97
Table 4: Translation performances in BLEU for Large Scale
NMT with Generated data
system trying to adapt it to Levantine using the synthetic
data. The large scale system uses UN data, subtitles data and
various web crawled data with a total of 42M parallel sen-
tences. The system is an ensemble of two identical systems
that only differ by initialization, each ensemble is trained for
10 epochs on the data. We tried two approaches to utilize
the synthetic data: adding it to the training data as usual and
adapting one of the two ensembles by continuing to train it on
the synthetic data for 2 more epochs, similar to the approach
proposed in [23].
For this set of experiments, we have added 2M syn-
thetic Levantine-English sentences. We also report results
on NIST-08 Arabic-English which is a 4-references test-set
4. Furthermore, we report results on the human converted
LEV-MSA-ENG which is the same as LEV-ENG-Test test-
set but translated into MSA as well by human annotators.
Since LEV data is converted to MSA by annotators, trans-
lating the human-converted test set can represent the oracle
score that we can get using an MSA trained system on this
test set. This would help us understand how good the system
using the generated data compared to MSA systems.
As shown in Table 4, we get a very good improvement
when adding the synthetic data as additional training data
(Large+GenData) with 2.8 BLEU points. The performance
of the system with the synthetic data is just 0.3 BLEU less
than the oracle score on the human translated MSA (27.91
vs 28.20). Moreover, the addition of the synthetic data did
not negatively affect the MSA NIST08 test sets as well; this
simply enables us to have a single system to serve both writ-
ten and spoken variants. This is a nice characteristic of NMT
systems where encoders can successfully handle varieties of
source data as has been utilized in multi-lingual systems [22].
Adapting the system did help as well but not as good as
re-training from scratch, however it may be a good option to
avoid retraining the large system again.
Figure 6.6 shows some cherry picked examples that show
the improvement of the proposed approach compared to
GNMT [3] online neural system. It is quite clear that our
system is doing much better compared to a large scale neural
system.
7. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper we presented a novel approach for generating
synthetic parallel data for spoken dialects to overcome the
limitations of the training data availability for such language
4https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2010T01
variants. We show that we need to start from a correspond-
ing parallel data and a seed lexicon or small parallel data.
The results show that this approach is quite efficient and use-
ful to improve general purpose NMT systems to the spoken
variants.
As for the future work, we would like to investigate the
utilization of this approach for more languages as well as
different variants such as social media text translation. As
a further step, we are investigating the possibility of train-
ing the transformation process end-to-end within the neu-
ral machine translation system using a single neural network
through learning the transformation from the sample seeds
while making use of the monolingual corpus to learn the em-
beddings.
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